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Global 
shipping container tracking

Multi-sensor IoT tracking device
Wide range of detection capabilities
State-of-the-art command center
Cloud-based analytics & alerts 
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Understand t42 in 120 seconds







The Problem

99.9% of shipping containers are not tracked or inspected for security resulting in $50 billion estimated cargo-theft costs and other related losses per annum.
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The t42 

State-of-the-art, tamper-proof, ragged, multi-sensor container lock and encrypted global data transmitter. 

24x7x365 secured data transmission.

Monitors location, acceleration, temperature, humidity, impact, tilt, light conditions and more.

Provides intelligent detection of course deviation, temperature deviation, humidity deviation, tampering attempts, vessel, accident, container damage and actual breach. 
Contact us for a Demo


t42 
Command Center 

Our C4I for global shipping container tracking 

- 24x7x365 AI-based monitoring 
- Secured online access across devices 
- Real-time alerts and reports 
- Authorities integration 
- Escalation procedure logic 
- Actionable data & insights 

Machine learning algorithms continuously improve optimization of shipment’ routing resulting in significant cost reductions and environmental benefits.    
Contact us for a Demo
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55 
Countries 


100+ 
Distributors 


50+ 
Logistics & Support Partners 


1 million
Devices Deployed 




Unparalleled Connectivity 

We support global 2G, 3G,4G, Iridium Satellite and LoRa connectivity for maximum earth coverage 

- Highly secured access control and privileged access management 

- Encrypted user identification that can be managed and controlled remotely

- Big-data collection, analysis  and AI-based optimization services 
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End-to-end solutions 

We provide tracking devices, command & control center setup (C4I), full integration with 3rd party enterprises and authorities, big-data cloud storage provisioning (5x9s reliability), staff training, global technical support, and customer service.


Leadership

We are a group of business and technology professionals unified by the vision of global shipping transparency.



Avi Hartmann
Founder & CEO

Avi is an entrepreneur in the field of communication and data processing and has more than 20 years of experience in executive roles. He founded Mobiltel, one of the first vehicle monitoring companies with a platform operating on over 1 million devices across 56 countries. In 2002, Avi co-founded Starcom to expand communication services and integrate data processing into AgriTech and industrial automation. 




Igor Vatenmacher
CFO

Igor brings with him extensive financial experience, overseeing the management of several companies within the Avgol group (AVGL: TASE) and was the SOX and Internal Audit Manager at Ceragon Networks (CRNT: NASDAQ), which included more than 10 international subsidiaries. Igor also served as Senior Accountant at the Ernst & Young Risk Advisory Services Department. He holds a BA in Economics and an MBA with Honours from the Hebrew University.




Maxim Perry
VP Sales 

Maxim oversees the company's global sales and marketing efforts and leads the product development department. He has more than 6 years of experience as a marketing manager within a leading cellular company in Israel and was the regional marketing manager of Miniline Communication LTD, LG’s official representative in Israel. Maxim holds a degree in engineering and a BA in Business Administration and Marketing.




Uri Hartmann
CTO

Uri brings over 25 years of expertise in IoT, both from the technology and the commercial aspects. He developed the first VHF/GPS solution for the AVL market and the first integration software connecting smartphones with homes and vehicles. Before t42, Uri served in the IDF Intelligence Corps, spearheading computerized measuring systems development. He is a studied Practical Engineering at Tel Aviv University and Software Engineering from the Open University.




Michael Rosenberg
Non-Executive Chairman

Mr. Rosenberg began his career with the merchant bankers Samuel Montagu and Co. He then co-founded a global healthcare services company and held several Chairman and Director Positions at AIM-quoted corporations and prominent media companies. Michael chaired the British Healthcare Export Council and had previously served as Chairman of the DTI's Committee and as a Director of the China Britain Business Council. In 1994, Michael was awarded the OBE for services on trade with Hong Kong.




Martin Blair
Non-Executive Director

Mr. Blair is an accomplished Group Finance Director with extensive industry experience covering software, life sciences and media arenas. He achieved broad plc exposure and significant expertise in global corporate transactions for public market listings, acquisitions, joint ventures and disposals as well as strategic restructuring and integration projects. Martin has a track record of managing post-acquisition integration alongside implementation of global IT systems and financial controls, corporate banking & treasury management, including hedging derivatives and foreign exchange transactions.







Contact Us

t42 provides solutions for shipping companies, freight forwarders, insurance companies, customs authorities, Homeland Security & marine police forces. 

We continuously seek international partnerships and distribution channels. Fill in the form  and we will get back to you within 48 hours.



Thank you! Your submission has been received!
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